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Traffic Situation

30% Compared to
equivalent days
in 2019

Daily flights (including overflights)

Traffic over the last 7 days is

Headlines
 23,574 flights (67% of 2019 levels) on Wed 15 September 2021, slight decrease over 2 weeks (-4%).

 Traffic is slightly slowing down owing to the end of the holidays (at 71% of 2019 levels for 1-15 Sept)

 Ryanair is the busiest operator (-13% with 2,213 flights), followed by Turkish Airlines (-15% with 1,169 
flights) and Lufthansa (-52% with 785). 

 easyJet, Wizzair and Vueling reduced their capacities compared to two weeks ago.

 Decreases in South-European States (Spain, Greece, Italy) and France. Increases in Germany and Norway.

 Domestic traffic vs 2019: Europe (-31%), US (-18%), China (-21%), Middle-East (-23%).

 EUROCONTROL billed 523M€ of en-route charges for August flights; -35% below the amount billed for 
the August 2019 flights. On a year-to-date basis, EUROCONTOL billed 2,294M€ which is -57% vs 2019

 En-route ATFM delays rose in July to reach a maximum early August. They started to decrease since then. 
Major contributors over the last 7 days: France (45% of all en-route ATFM delays), Germany (29%) and 
Greece (18%).
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Top 10 Busiest States
on Wed 15 September 2021
(Dep/Arr flights and variation over 2 weeks)



Top 10 Busiest Airports

Top 10 Airports
Average per rolling week 

(9/9-15/9)
Average per rolling week 

(9/9-15/9) vs 2019 

Amsterdam 984 -36%

IGA Istanbul Airport 966 -22%

Frankfurt 883 -44%

Paris/Charles-De-Gaulle 801 -47%

Madrid/Barajas 752 -40%

Antalya 696 -18%

Barcelona 690 -37%

London/Heathrow 684 -50%

Munich 617 -52%

Istanbul/Sabiha Gokcen 593 -9%

Traffic Flow

19,223
flights

-4%
over past
2 weeks

-31%
Compared

to 2019

On 1 September, the intra-European traffic flow 
was
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7-day average Dep/Arr flights on 9/9 – 15/9 August, compared to 2019

Economics

190
Cents/gallon

compared to 188 cents/gallon
on 27 August 2021

Source: IATA/Platts

(10 Sept 2021)

vs. 2019

(August 2021)
Route charges

€ 523 million

vs. Jan-Aug 2019

(-57%)

Amount billed:

Jan-Aug 2021 amount billed:

Source: EUROCONTROL

€ 2,294 million

Fuel price
(2 Sep 2021)

Passengers

4.2 million pax

(-45%)
Source: ACI

-3.9 million
vs. 2019

Market Segments

31%
Low cost Traditional Business

Aviation

42% 26%

Non-Scheduled/
Charter

5%
All Cargo

7%

On 15 Sep, compared to 2019
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Overall traffic situation at network level

23,574 flights on Wednesday

15 September.

-4% with -1,015 flights over 2 

weeks (from Wednesday 1 

September).

-2% with -493 flights over 1 

week (from Wednesday 8 

September). 

67% of 2019 traffic levels.
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Current traffic evolution

After a continuous 
increase from mid-May to 
end-August, the traffic at 
network level stabilized 
since early September.

It reached its maximum on 
Friday 27 August 2021 
with 26,773 flights (-27.7% 
vs 2019).

Early September, at 
network level, the traffic 
growth was close to 72% 
of 2019 levels. It has 
slightly decreased since 
then (to just below 71%).
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Current situation compared to the latest EUROCONTROL traffic 
scenarios

Traffic was at 71% for 
the first two weeks of  
September 2021, 
compared to same 
period in 2019.

Since July, the 
network traffic has 
been in line with the 
most optimistic 
scenario of the latest
EUROCONTROL traffic 
scenarios published 
on 1 June 2021.
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Market Segments
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On 15 September 2021, compared
to 2019:

All-cargo and  Business Aviation 
are the only segments above 
2019 levels with +7% and +26%
respectively. 

Charter is stable at -5% vs 2019.

Traditional and Low-Cost have 
consistently increased since May 
and have now stabilized at -42%
vs 2019 for traditional and -31%
for low-cost. 
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Aircraft operators (Daily flights)

Top 10 Within the top 10, highest decreases
over 2 weeks for:

easyJet (-255  flights; -25%) 
mainly due to decreases on flows 
to Southern Europe (Greece, Italy, 
Spain, Portugal).

Wizz Air (-81  flights; -13%) mainly 
due to reduced flows to Spain, 
Bulgaria and Greece.

Vueling (-73  flights; -13%) due to 
reduced Spain domestic and lower 
number of flights to Spain. 

Slight increases for:

Lufthansa (+22 flights; +3%) 
mainly due to domestic flows.

SAS (+15  flights; +3%) mainly due 
to domestic in Norway.
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Aircraft operators (Daily flights)

Top 40 – Latest operations

Highest increase for British Airways (+10%), Eurowings (+7%), Netjets (+7%) and 
Wideroe (+5%). Highest decrease for Volotea (-46%).

Ryanair 1st, Turkish 2nd, Lufthansa 3rd, easyJet 4th, Air France 5th, Wizz Air 7th.

Traffic levels ranging from -79% (EL AL) to -3% (Wideroe) vs 2019.
9
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Aircraft operators
Latest news
European airlines

Austrian Airlines mandates FFP2 masks (without valves).

easyJet announces £1.2 billion rights issue; reveals that it recently received a 

preliminary takeover approach which it rejected and has been withdrawn; this bid is 

reportedly from Wizz Air.

IAG Cargo reported to be planning services from Heathrow to Montreal, Vancouver, 

Phoenix & Denver, as well as Cairo, Nairobi, Chennai & Dubai.

KLM request flight crew report their vaccination status but will not mandate 

vaccination.

Lufthansa expects to be cash positive for summer 2021.

Norwegian plans to operate up to 50 short haul aircraft in 2021 and 70 in 2022.

Pegasus reports net loss of €168 million in H1 2021; August passenger numbers down 

16% on 2019 (domestic +1%, international -30%).

Ryanair announces 11 new routes this winter from Brussels Zaventem/Charleroi, 9 

from Zagreb, 5 from Rome, 9 from Milan, 10 from Catalonia and 7 from Madrid ; 

reports August passenger numbers of 11.1 million, 22% down on 2019 (load factor 

82%); starts forced sale of approx. 1 million shares in order to comply with EU 

ownership regulations.

SAS reports net loss of €133 million for the 3 months to end July; reports 1.1 million 

passengers in August, 61% down on 2019.

TAP Air Portugal reports that it will operate up to 941 return frequencies per week 

this winter, more than for this summer.
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Aeroflot is awarding Bonus miles to the first 10,000 fully vaccinated passengers and is 

providing an extra day of vacation to vaccinated employees.

Air India bids closed on 15 September; launching Hyderabad to London service, its tenth 

route between India & London.

Cathy Pacific dismisses ‘a small number’ of unvaccinated aircrew.

Emirates to receive its final A380 in November, taking its fleet up to 118; resumes daily 

A380 operation to Manchester and plans 73 weekly frequencies to the UK by the end of 

October

Japan Airlines plans to raise $2.7 billion from hybrid loans and subordinated bonds.

Jet Airways reports the sale of a Boeing 777-300ER, held by Dutch Administrators, for $9 

million.

WestJet notes that its Amsterdam service has an ‘astonishing’ load factor and that it is 

building back European connections including Paris, London, Rome, Dublin, Glasgow & 

Edinburgh; to mandate vaccination for all employees from 30 October.

Worldwide airlines

Turkish Airlines reports August passenger number of 5.9 million, 20% down on 2019.

Wizz Air to require vaccinations, or regular testing in special cases, for all flight & cabin 
crew from 1 December; reports August passenger numbers of 3.58 million, 11% down on 
2019 (load factor 84%); to restore pilot salaries to pre-pandemic levels and to hire another 
200 pilot & 800 cabin crew by December.



States (Daily Departure/Arrival flights) 
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Top 10 Within the top 10, highest decreases over 
two weeks for:

France (-458 flights; -13%) mainly driven 
by easyJet, light aircraft operators, Volotea
and Royal Air Maroc. Mainly domestic 
flows, but also flows with Spain, Italy and 
Morocco.
Greece (-220 flights; -12%) mainly due to 
easyJet, Wizz Air, Volotea and Olympic. 
Domestic flows and flows with France, 
Italy and UK.

Increases for

Germany (+65 flights; +2%) mainly due to 
Lufthansa, Germanwings and Netjets. 
Domestic flows and flows with 
Switzerland, UK and Czechia.
Norway (+51 flights; +4%) mainly driven by 
Wideroe and SAS. Mainly domestic flows.
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States (Daily Departure/Arrival flights) 
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Top 10 over the last rolling week
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States (Daily Departure/Arrival flights) 
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Latest traffic situation

Highest increases for Slovakia (+51% over 2 weeks) and Estonia (+34%).

Decrease for Greece (-12%).

Traffic levels ranging from -72% (Israel) to +29% (Albania), compared to 2019.
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Associations, Authorities, Industry and States

SUPPORTING EUROPEAN AVIATION

Portugal is reported to be remaining open to travellers from the US despite the European Commission decision 

to remove US from the green list.

UK CAA has issued 1,621 fixed penalty notices to airlines for passenger COVID infractions to the end of June.

IAA plans to become Ireland’s first commercial State body to be fully carbon neutral by 2025.
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Boeing and Ryanair cease negotiations for an additional 737 MAX order as a result of differences on pricing; 

Ryanair suggests COMAC could become a significant supplier in the medium term.

Boeing increases its forecast of commercial aircraft demand to 19,000 over 10 years and 43,500 over 20 years.
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En-route ATFM delays

En-route ATFM delays 
have started to rise since 
end June and reached a 
maximum early August. 
They started to decreased 
since then.

Major contributors over 
the last 7 days: France
(45% of all en-route ATFM 
delays), Germany (29%), 
Greece (18%), 
Netherlands (4%) and 
Switzerland (3%).
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Traffic flows (Daily Departure/Arrival flights) 

The main traffic flow is the intra-Europe flow with 19,223 flights on 
Wednesday 15 September, which is decreasing (-4%) over 2 weeks.

Intra-Europe flights are at -31% compared to 2019 while 
intercontinental flows are at -41%.
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Country pairs (Daily Departure/Arrival flights)

8 of the top 10 flows are domestic.

Mixed picture over the last two weeks, 
with a trend towards more decreases.

Highest decreases for:  

• France-France (-145 flights; -14%) 
owing to light aircraft operators, 
Volotea and easyJet.

• Spain-UK (-69 flights; -13%) 
owing to light aircraft operators, 
BA Cityflyer, easyJet and Ryanair.

Highest increases for

• UK-UK (+62 flights; +8%) mainly 
due to light aircraft operators, BA 
Cityflyer.

• Germany-Germany (+28 flights; 
+5%) owing tpo Lufthansa and 
Germanwings.
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Top 10
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Country pairs (Daily Departure/Arrival flights)

Flows recording the biggest 
decreases over two weeks:

• Greece-Italy (-44%) owing to 
easyJet, Volotea, Wizzair.

• France-Morocco (-8%) mainly 
due to Royal Air Maroc and 
Transavia.

• Germany-US (-20%)

• France-Spain (-19%)

Flows recording the biggest 
decrease over two weeks:

• Germany-Switzerland (+31%) 
thanks to light aircraft
operators, Eurowings and 
Netjets.

• Germany-Poland (+13%)

• Russia-Turkey (+12%)
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Latest traffic situation
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USA

Outside Europe

The timing of a return to 2019 passenger 
volumes depends in large part on business 
travel. The U.S. Travel Association projects 
U.S. business travel to return to 2019 
levels in 2024.

On 14 September, US passenger airline 
departures were 19% below 2019 levels 
with domestic down 18% and 
international down 33%. 

The domestic US load factor is 77%. Since 
mid-August, it has fallen below pre-
pandemic levels. 

In most recent week, average airfares on 
tickets sold were 30% below pre-pandemic 
levels owing mainly to dearth of business 
and long-haul international travel.
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Tightened travel restrictions (Delta variant spread) resulted in 
domestic flights down to -50% (vs Jan. 2020) early August. 
After a quick rebound, situation seems to be deteriorating 
again with flights being at -21% (9,382 flights) on 14 Sep 2021.

International flights also impacted by the outbreak, recorded 
1,090 flights (-73%) compared to 1 Jan 2020. Overflights 
remain suppressed with 492 flights (-69%).

On 14 September, Intra-Middle-East traffic recorded 2,152 
flights (-23% compared to Feb 2020). 

International traffic from and to Middle-East recorded 1,898 
flights (-37% compared to Feb 2020).

Overflights recorded 345 flights (-19% compared to Feb 2020). 

Outside Europe

Middle East China
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Airports (Daily Departure/Arrival flights)

Top 10 and latest news

21

Decrease generalised in rates over the last 2 
weeks (except London Heathrow, Munich and 
Frankfurt) 

Decreases for:

• Paris CDG (-98 flights; -11%) due to Air France 
and easyJet, and domestic flows as well as 
flows with Tunisia, Morocco, Grece and Spain.

• Antalya (-44 flights; -6%) mainly due to 
Corendon, Air Serbia, Turkish Airlines and 
flows with Germany, Serbia and Turkey.

• Barcelona (-46 flights; -6%)  mainly due to 
Vueling and domestic flows.

Highest increase in flights for:

• Munich (+75 flights; +14%) due to Lufthansa 
and flows to Germany, France and UK.
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Airports (Daily Departure/Arrival flights)

Latest operations

Largest increase in flights over 2 weeks for Munich (+14%), Helsinki (+10%), 
Berlin/Brandenburg (+9%).
Largest decreases for Ibiza (-22%), Nice (-17%), Paris/Orly (-16%), Paris/CDG (-11%)  
and Heraklion (-11%).
Traffic levels ranging from -76% (Gatwick) to -18% (Nice) compared to 2019. 22
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Latest news

Airports

Amsterdam Schiphol Airport reports August passenger numbers of 3.8 million, 44% down on 2019.

Athens International Airport August passenger numbers 30.6% down on 2019 (domestic -19.4%, international -35.4%), but with 
only 13% fewer aircraft movements.

Barcelona Airport reports August passenger numbers of 2.9 million, 47% down on 2019.

Berlin Brandenburg Airport August passenger numbers 72% up on August 2020 but 56% down on August 2019; load factor 77%.

Brussels Airport reports August passenger numbers of 1.5 million, 56% down on 2019.

Cancun Airport reports August passenger numbers just 4.9% down on 2019.

Copenhagen Airport reports August passenger numbers of 1.3 million, 56% down on 2019.

Dublin Airport August passenger numbers down 63% on pre pandemic levels and, for the first 8 months of year, down 87%.

Frankfurt Airport reports August passenger numbers of 3.4 million, 51% down on 2019.

Istanbul Airport receives award for “Most Efficient Airport in Europe with >40m pax/year”.

London Heathrow Airport reports August passenger numbers of 2.2 million, 71% down on 2019.

Munich Airport reports August passenger numbers of 1.8 million, 60% down on 2019.

Prague Airport reports new/resumed/increased services by Aeroflot, airBaltic, Blue Air, CSA Czech, Rossiya, SkyUp, Smartwings. 
Ural Airlines and Wizz Air.

Tel Aviv Ben Gurion Airport reports August passenger numbers of 730k, 75% down on 2019.

Zurich Airport reports August passenger numbers of 1.6 million, 49% down on 2019.

Over 20 European airports from Hungary, Czechia, Slovakia, Austria, Croatia & Slovenia intend to form a new grouping, the “V4+ 
Airports Association”.
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Passengers

ACI recorded 4.2 million
passengers on 2 September 
2021*, a loss of 3.9 million 
passengers compared to 
the equivalent day in 2019 
(i.e. -45%).

* Latest available data from ACI
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Vaccination updates

25

By 14 September, 22 Member States of 
EUROCONTROL have reported that at least 50 
people (per 100 people) were fully vaccinated 
(i.e. have received 2 doses of the main vaccines). 

Two Member States of EUROCONTROL have fully 
vaccinated less than 10 people (per 100 people).

The graph is showing data for the 41 Member and 2 Comprehensive 
Agreement States of EUROCONTROL.
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En-Route Air Navigation charges

EUROCONTROL has 
billed 523M€ of en-
route charges for 
August flights.

This is -35% below the 
amount billed for the 
August 2019 flights.

On a year-to-date 
basis, EUROCONTOL 
billed 2,294M€ which 
is -57% vs 2019
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Economics
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Jet fuel prices have started
to rise since last Autumn,
from around 100 cts/gal in
October 2020 to 190 cts/gal
on 10 September 2021.

Since May, jet fuel prices
have been gradually rising,
adding pressure on airlines’
costs.
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www.eurocontrol.int

To further assist you in your analysis, EUROCONTROL provides the following additional 
information on a daily basis (daily updates at approximately 7:00 CET for the first item and 
12:00 CET for the second) and every Friday for the last item:

1. EUROCONTROL Daily Traffic Variation dashboard:
www.eurocontrol.int/Economics/DailyTrafficVariation (or via the COVID-19 button on the 
top of our homepage www.eurocontrol.int) 
• This dashboard provides traffic for Day+1 for all European States; for the largest airports; 

for each Area Control Centre (ACC) and for the largest airline operators.

2. COVID Related-NOTAMS with Network Impact (i.e. summary of airspace restrictions):
https://www.public.nm.eurocontrol.int/PUBPORTAL/gateway/spec/index.html
• The Network Operations Portal (NOP) under “Latest News” is updated daily with a 

summary table of the most significant COVID-19 NOTAMs applicable at 12.00 UTC.

3. NOP Recovery Plan.
https://www.public.nm.eurocontrol.int/PUBPORTAL/gateway/spec/index.html
• This report, updated every Friday, is a special version of the Network operation Plan 

supporting aviation response to the COVID-19 Crisis. It is developed in cooperation with 
the operational stakeholders ensuring a rolling outlook.

For more information please contact aviation.intelligence@eurocontrol.int
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